In this chapter, you’ll learn about clean ABAP guidelines for a fundamental building block in your ABAP code: methods. You’ll see how methods work with an object-oriented design and follow best practices for method parameters, readability, and invocation.
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Methods are the ultimate containers of executable code in ABAP Objects. Other types of structures that directly contain code are function modules, programs, and subroutines, but as discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.3, methods are the preferred low-level building blocks for clean ABAP code.

Many other chapters in this book describe detailed clean code patterns and recommendations for ABAP code within methods. This chapter deals with the design, declaration, and usage of methods, high-level control flow within methods, method body guidelines; and invoking methods. We’ll start with an in-depth discussion on methods in the context of object-oriented programming in Section 4.1. Then, in Section 4.2, we’ll dive deeply into method parameters and their use before turning, in Section 4.3, to clean code principles to apply to the method body. To finish this chapter, we’ll show you how to call your methods cleanly in Section 4.4.

4.1 Object-Oriented Programming

In this section, we’ll discuss how to make methods work better within an object-oriented design, picking up on our earlier discussion of object-oriented programming in Chapter 3, Section 3.1.

4.1.1 Static and Instance Methods

Static methods are methods declared with the CLASS-METHODS keyword and are attached to the class itself, not to instances of the class. To call a static method, you’ll use the class name directly, without needing to create an instance of that class. In this way, static methods are not truly object-oriented. They do not participate in the class inheritance hierarchy and do not participate in dynamic dispatch (thus, the term “static”). Listing 4.1 shows you how to declare a static method.
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CLASS blog_post DEFINITION
  PUBLIC.
PUBLIC SECTION.
CLASS-METHODS:
  publish.
ENDCLASS.

Listing 4.1 Static Method Definition

You can call this method using the class name directly, followed by a fat arrow (=>):
blog_post=>publish( ).

Since static methods constrain the behavior to a specific implementation, they are not flexible.

Instance methods, meanwhile, are attached to instances of the class. Instance methods are declared with the METHODS keyword, as shown in Listing 4.2.

CLASS blog_post DEFINITION
  PUBLIC.
PUBLIC SECTION.
METHODS:
  publish.
ENDCLASS.

Listing 4.2 Instance Method Definition

To call an instance method, you need an instance of the class, followed by a thin arrow (->):
DATA my_blog_post TYPE REF TO blog_post.
...
my_blog_post->publish( ).

Consider Using Instance Methods by Default

The key to the flexibility of instance methods is the fact that they are attached to instances of classes. At runtime, a specific instance could refer to any subclass in the hierarchy of the declared class variable (including itself), which makes the method call “dynamic” or “virtual.”

Also, the behavior of instance methods can be redefined and more easily mocked in unit tests. Their data scope is the scope of the class instance, and resources can be configured per instance. For these reasons, we recommend using instance methods by default, rather than static methods.

Look at the related discussion involving classes in Chapter 3, Section 3.1.2.

Methods should be static in the following cases: for static creation methods and for utility methods.

Static creation methods are methods that work as specialized constructors (as described earlier in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.3). These methods return an instance of the owning class or a subclass, as shown in Listing 4.3, where the create_as_copy method serves as a static creation method by creating a copy of the passed in source_blog_post instance.

CLASS blog_post DEFINITION
  PUBLIC.
PUBLIC SECTION.
CLASS-METHODS:
  create_as_copy
IMPORTING
  source_blog_post TYPE REF TO blog_post
RETURNING
  VALUE(result) TYPE REF TO blog_post.
...
ENDCLASS.

Listing 4.3 Static Creation Method Example

Utility methods are methods that don’t depend on any underlying resources and perform a static operation that is not reasonably expected to change and does not need any parameterized behavior. These methods should usually be part of a utility class that provides related operations (see Chapter 3, Section 3.1.2). An example of the definition of a utility method is shown in Listing 4.4, where the fahrenheit_to_celsius method performs a simple temperature conversion. This kind of operation does not require any variation and is perfectly fine as a utility method.

CLASS temperature_conversion DEFINITION
  PUBLIC
ABSTRACT
FINAL.
4.1 Object-Oriented Programming

Public Instance Methods Should Be Part of an Interface

For a class to serve as a good citizen in an overall design, the class should implement interfaces that define its abstract behavior. Consequently, most, if not all, of its public instance methods should be part of an interface.

In this way, the class itself becomes a mere implementation of the concepts represented by the interfaces it implements, and consumers don’t need to depend directly on the class at all. This important step enables the dependency inversion principle, the D in SOLID.

Not all classes need to implement interfaces. Exception classes, value objects (see Chapter 3, Section 3.1.2), and enumeration classes (see Chapter 6, Section 6.2.2), for example, usually don’t need to present an abstraction over their operations and, as such, aren’t usually backed by interfaces. In general, classes that represent values or entities that only contain data, and not services, won’t implement interfaces.

For more information about interfaces and their advantages, refer to Chapter 3, Section 3.1.1.

Let’s revisit and improve the design of the thermal_switch class presented in Chapter 3, Section 3.1.2, specifically in Listing 3.15. The thermal_switch class’s main service is to protect a wrapped device from overheating. Its methods are trip (to trip the switch and turn the device off) and reset (to reset the switch to a normal state), which were implemented as direct public instance methods on the class.

To make those methods into interface methods and better abstract consumers of a thermal protector from the specific implementation present in the thermal switch, we can extract the interface thermal_protector, as shown in Listing 4.6.

```plaintext
INTERFACE thermal_protector
   PUBLIC.
   METHODS:
      trip
         FOR EVENT critical_temperature_reached OF thermal_sensor, reset.
   ENDINTERFACE.
```

Don’t Call Static Methods through Instance Variables

It is possible to call a static method through an instance of a class. However, a static method is attached to the class itself, and calling it through an instance is redundant and a potential source of confusion.

Make the fact that you’re calling a static method clear by always qualifying the method call with the class name.

4.1.2 Public Instance Methods

Public instance methods in a class effectively define its interface to outside consumers. Anyone with access to the class can call that class’s public instance methods.

To better manage dependencies and improve isolation, you should decouple from concrete classes and focus on the abstraction that the class presents. In this way, replacing implementation details with alternative implementations, like mock instances for testing, will be easier.

```plaintext
CLASS temperature_conversion IMPLEMENTATION.
   METHOD fahrenheit_to_celsius.
   ENDMETHOD.
ENDCLASS.
```

Listing 4.5 Static Method Implementation

PUBLIC SECTION.

CLASS METHODS fahrenheit_to_celsius
   IMPORTING
      temperature_in_fahrenheit TYPE temperature
   RETURNING
      VALUE(result) TYPE temperature.

ENDCLASS.

Listing 4.4 Utility Method Example

Both static and instance methods are implemented with the METHOD ... ENDMETHOD construct in the class implementation area, as shown in Listing 4.5 for the static method temperature_conversion=>fahrenheit_to_celsius.

```plaintext
CLASS METHODS fahrenheit_to_celsius
   IMPORTING
      temperature_in_fahrenheit TYPE temperature
   RETURNING
      VALUE(result) TYPE temperature.

ENDCLASS.
```

Listing 4.4 Utility Method Example

To better manage dependencies and improve isolation, you should decouple from concrete classes and focus on the abstraction that the class presents. In this way, replacing implementation details with alternative implementations, like mock instances for testing, will be easier.
CLASS thermal_switch DEFINITION
FINAL
PUBLIC.

PUBLIC SECTION.

INTERFACES:
  switchable,
  thermal_protector.

ALIASES:
  trip FOR thermal_protector~trip,
  reset FOR thermal_protector~reset.

METHODS:
  constructor
    IMPORTING
      managed_device TYPE REF TO switchable
      sensor TYPE REF TO thermal_sensor.

...
The step_fan class shown in Listing 4.8 inherits from fan and redefines the methods increase_intensity and decrease_intensity to execute them in a certain number of steps. Note how the methods are declared again with the REDEFINITION keyword. The redefined methods can then call the corresponding superclass version with the super-> syntax. Note also that the constructor is required to call the superclass constructor as its first statement.

Be Careful When Redefining Methods
As explored in Chapter 3, Section 3.1.2, inheritance is a powerful tool that is often hard to get right.
When you have method redefinitions, some behavior present in the superclass is adjusted to fulfill a new requirement. This adjustment could break clients' assumptions about the superclass, which violates the Liskov substitution principle, the L in SOLID.
Minimize the number of methods that are redefined. Strive to only implement methods that are abstract in the superclass. This approach makes the design easier to reason about since each class has only a single version of each method. This kind of hierarchy is called a normalized hierarchy in the book Working Effectively with Legacy Code (Prentice Hall, 2004).

4.2 Parameters
Method parameters fall broadly into three kinds or categories: input, output, and input-output parameters.

Input parameters are declared with the IMPORTING keyword. Output parameters can be declared as EXPORTING parameters or as a single RETURNING parameter. Input-output parameters are declared with the CHANGING keyword.

One common source of confusion for novice ABAP developers is that, apart from the CHANGING keyword, these keywords have other keywords as counterparts when invoking methods, as listed in Table 4.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Declaration</th>
<th>Invocation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IMPORTING</td>
<td>EXPORTING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXPORTING</td>
<td>IMPORTING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RETURNING</td>
<td>RECEIVING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHANGING</td>
<td>CHANGING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1 Parameters Declaration and Invocation Counterparts

Some invocation keywords are optional depending on how the method is declared and called. In this section, we'll cover guidelines on parameter declarations. Section 4.4 will discuss guidelines for method invocation.

4.2.1 How Many Input Parameters Are Too Many?
Let's look at the input parameters for the method declaration shown in Listing 4.9.

METHODS add_item
IMPORTING:
    product_id  TYPE product_id
    product_group  TYPE product_group
    amount  TYPE int4
    unit  TYPE unit_of_measure.

Listing 4.9 Too Many Input Parameters?
The add_item method shown in Listing 4.9 has many parameters that describe separate concepts, all lumped together as input parameters. Creating new structures or classes for these concepts makes the method clearer and easier to test and improves the overall design, as shown in Listing 4.10.

METHODS add_item
IMPORTING:
    product  TYPE REF TO product
    quantity  TYPE quantity.

Listing 4.10 Minimized Number of Input Parameters
Too many input parameters may also be an indication that the method does more than one thing. More information on this topic is found in Section 4.3.1.

Aim for as Few Input Parameters as Possible
The number of input parameters for a method can significantly affect how usable and understandable the method is to callers, the complexity of its internal implementation, and how hard it is to test it. In general, the less input parameters a method has, the easier it is to consume it, understand its operation, and test it.

Minimize the number of IMPORTING parameters to your methods. Most methods should have less than three input parameters. Three or more parameters makes the sheer number of possible parameter value combinations harder to use and test.

4.2.2 Optional Input Parameters
ABAP does not support method overloads, which occur when methods with the same name exist that only differ in their parameters. As a result, optional parameters, which
are parameters marked with the modifier `OPTIONAL`, have historically been used to control different behaviors within methods.

A typical example is a method that processes either a table of items or a single item, as shown in Listing 4.11.

```java
METHODS process
  IMPORTING
    item_to_process TYPE item OPTIONAL.
    items_to_process TYPE item_table OPTIONAL.
```

Listing 4.11 Mutually Exclusive Optional Parameters

This kind of method signature is confusing to the caller and harder to implement. What is not clear is which parameters are required, which combinations of parameters are valid, and which parameters are mutually exclusive. The implementation must check for all valid combinations and fail or branch accordingly.

**Split the Behavior Instead of Adding Optional Parameters**

Different behaviors should be implemented in different methods (see Section 4.3.1). Separate methods with properly chosen names and specific parameters for each case should be created. Using separate methods provides clear guidance for which parameter combinations are valid and expected and are easier to implement.

For the example shown in Listing 4.11, separating the functionality results in the methods shown in Listing 4.12.

```java
METHODS:
  process_item
    IMPORTING
      item_to_process TYPE item,

  process_items
    IMPORTING
      items_to_process TYPE item_table.
```

Listing 4.12 Separate Methods for Separate Functionalities

Default parameter values, which are accomplished by annotating a parameter with the `DEFAULT` modifier and including a default value, should be used to advertise that the parameter is optional for the caller, but not for the method, which will use the default value if one is not provided. For an example of a default parameter, look at the `to_csv` method in Listing 4.13. The parameter `separator` is optional and, if not assigned by the caller, will have the value `";"` (a comma) by default.

```java
METHODS to_csv
  IMPORTING
    separator TYPE string DEFAULT ";".
  RETURNING...
```

Listing 4.13 Parameter with Default Value

**4.2.3 Preferred Input Parameters**

If all input parameters to a method are optional, either by marking them as `OPTIONAL` or using a default value, then one of them can be annotated as a `PREFERRED PARAMETER`, as shown in Listing 4.14.

```java
METHODS to_csv
  IMPORTING
    separator TYPE string DEFAULT ";" PREFERRED PARAMETER
    quote type string DEFAULT "".
  RETURNING...
```

Listing 4.14 Method with Preferred Parameter

When calling a method with a parameter marked as a `PREFERRED PARAMETER` and providing a single parameter, you don’t need to name the parameter at the call site; the preferred parameter will automatically be used. Thus, when calling the `to_csv` method defined in Listing 4.14 with a single parameter, that parameter, if not named, will be bound to the preferred parameter, for instance, in the following call:

```java
DATA(item_as_csv) = item->to_csv( ";" ).
```

Although this style makes the call more concise, which parameter is being supplied might not be clear, thus making the code harder to understand. Even if unnecessary, naming the parameter can increase readability, such as in the following code:

```java
DATA(item_as_csv) = item->to_csv( separator = ";" ).
```

If the parameter is not marked as a `PREFERRED PARAMETER`, the caller will be forced to name the parameter when calling it.

**Use a Preferred Parameter Sparingly**

Only use a `PREFERRED PARAMETER` if the method name and its preferred parameter are clear and easy to understand when the method is being called, especially when omitting the parameter name (see also Section 4.4.4).
4.2.4 Boolean Input Parameters

Imagine you have a credit score service class that provides a method for calculating the credit score of a customer. The definition of this class is shown in Listing 4.15, where the `calculate_credit_score` method uses a Boolean parameter to control whether to use strong heuristics in the calculation.

CLASS credit_score_service DEFINITION
  PUBLIC FINAL.
  PUBLIC SECTION.
  METHODS:
    constructor IMPORTING customer TYPE REF TO customer,
    calculate_credit_score IMPORTING use_strong_heuristics TYPE abap Bool
      RETURNING VALUE(credit_score) TYPE int4.
  PRIVATE SECTION.
  DATA:
    customer TYPE REF TO customer.
  ENDCLASS.
Listing 4.15 Credit Score Service with a Method with a Boolean Parameter

The `calculate_credit_score` method can be called in the following way:

```
DATA(my_credit_score) =
  my_credit_score_service->calculate_credit_score( abap_true ).
```

In this code, what that Boolean parameter means in the call is not clear. You can alleviate this problem by naming the parameter (see Section 4.4.4), as in the following code:

```
DATA(my_credit_score) =
  my_credit_score_service->calculate_credit_score( use_strong_heuristics = abap_true ).
```

This version improves things a bit even though the burden is on the client to use this style. Moreover, an issue with the semantics of the method still exists.

It’s not hard to imagine that the implementation of `calculate_credit_score` will look something like the code shown in Listing 4.16.

```
METHOD calculate_credit_score.
  IF use_strong_heuristics = abap_true.
    " use a slower but more robust algorithm....
  ELSE.
    " use a faster but less robust algorithm....
  ENDIF.
ENDMETHOD.
Listing 4.16 Branching Implementation

When a method takes a Boolean input parameter, usually the method does two things instead of one (see also Section 4.3.1).

Create Separate Methods Instead of Using Boolean Parameters

Using Boolean parameters to control decisions and branching inside of a method’s body makes the method more complex and harder to use and maintain. Different behaviors should be implemented in different methods with properly chosen names.

In our example, the `calculate_credit_score` method should be broken up into two methods, each focused on a different algorithm, as shown in Listing 4.17.

```
METHODS:
  calculate_simple_credit_score
    RETURNING VALUE(credit_score) TYPE int4,
  calculate_complex_credit_score
    RETURNING VALUE(credit_score) TYPE int4.
Listing 4.17 Separate Methods Instead of a Branching Method

In this way, not only is implementing each method individually easier, consuming those methods separately is also easier. If needed, common code within the original method could be refactored into supporting private methods.

You can even go a step further and create separate classes for each scenario. For our credit score service, we could have an interface with a simple `calculate_credit_score` method with a separate class implementing each algorithm. Thus, even the decision of which algorithm to use is lifted from client code. The client code itself would only depend on the interface and its simpler method.
4.2.5 EXPORTING Parameters

Results that a method provides to the caller can be declared either as EXPORTING parameters or a single RETURNING parameter.

EXPORTING parameters allow you to define multiple outputs from a method, as shown in Listing 4.18.

METHODS check_business_partners
  IMPORTING
    business_partners TYPE business_partners
  EXPORTING
    result TYPE result_type
    failed_keys TYPE /bobf/t_frw_key
    messages TYPE /bobf/t_frw_message.

Listing 4.18 Multiple EXPORTING Parameters

The check_business_partners method can validate a list of business partners provided in the input parameter business_partners. The outcome of this validation is returned in three output parameters: result is the overall status of the validation, failed_keys is a table of the business partner keys that failed validation, and messages is a list of messages generated as part of the validation.

EXPORTING parameters are optional for the caller, so when calling check_business_partners, you can capture the output parameters that you’re interested in, as shown in Listing 4.19.

    check_business_partners(
      EXPORTING
        business_partners = my_business_partners
    IMPORTING
      result = DATA(business_partners_check_result)
      messages = DATA(business_partner_messages) ).

Listing 4.19 Invoking a Method with EXPORTING Parameters

Note how you need to provide the counterpart keywords to the declaration of IMPORTING and EXPORTING parameters, which flips them to EXPORTING and IMPORTING, respectively.

Minimize the Number of EXPORTING Parameters

The presence of many EXPORTING parameters is an indication that your method might be doing more than one thing, which makes the method harder to implement and harder to consume. A good method does one thing (Section 4.3.1), and that sharp focus should be reflected by the outputs of the method as well.

For the check_business_partners method, the output parameters form a logical entity, a check_result, which could be made explicit as a check_result structure. Then, the check_result structure can be used to type the now single EXPORTING parameter of the method, as shown in Listing 4.20.

    TYPES:
      BEGIN OF check_result,
        result TYPE result_type,
        failed_keys TYPE /bobf/t_frw_key,
        messages TYPE /bobf/t_frw_message,
      END OF check_result.

    METHODS check_business_partners
      IMPORTING
        business_partners TYPE business_partners
      EXPORTING
        result TYPE check_result.

Listing 4.20 Minimizing EXPORTING Parameters

Note that this approach is still not the cleanest way to declare check_business_partners, which we’ll explore next.

4.2.6 RETURNING Parameters

RETURNING parameters allow you to declare a single RETURNING parameter for a method, which can be thought of as the result of the method call.

The last iteration of our check_business_partners method shown in Listing 4.20 ended up with a single EXPORTING parameter. Calling that method is shown in Listing 4.21.

    check_business_partners(
      EXPORTING
        business_partners = my_business_partners
      IMPORTING
        result = DATA(business_partners_check_result) ).

Listing 4.21 Calling a Method with a Single EXPORTING Parameter
Prefer RETURNING to EXPORTING

As you minimize the number of EXPORTING parameters, when you end up with a single EXPORTING parameter, make this parameter a RETURNING parameter.

A RETURNING parameter is a more conventional way to declare an output parameter. This kind of parameter makes calls to the method shorter and allows for method chaining (when you chain a method call to the result of another method call without assigning the return value to any intermediate variable).

Some performance recommendations advise using EXPORTING parameters passed by reference for large tables of data (described in more detail in Section 4.2.8). However, using RETURNING parameters for these cases is usually acceptable. If you have proof of poor performance and of a tangible benefit, you can resort to the more cumbersome procedural style that comes with using EXPORTING. As usual with performance issues, measure and adjust accordingly.

Listing 4.22 shows the final refactoring of the definition of the check_business_partners method, in which the EXPORTING parameter is changed to a RETURNING parameter.

METHODS check_business_partners
  IMPORTING
  business_partners TYPE string
  RETURNING
  VALUE(result) TYPE check_result.

Listing 4.22 RETURNING Parameter Declaration

Calls to check_business_partners are much cleaner, as in the following code:

DATA(business_partners_check_result) =
  check_business_partners( my_business_partners ).

Consider Using result as the Name of RETURNING Parameters

The ability to name a RETURNING parameter is not a common capability in many mainstream programming languages. In those languages, a method simply returns the output with a special statement, for example, return 42.

Good method names obviate the need to name the RETURNING parameter. The RETURNING parameter name would do little more than parrot the method name or repeat something obvious, perhaps even create conflict with other members of the class.

Consumers also rarely refer to the RETURNING parameter name when invoking your method. They either assign the result of the method to a variable, use it as part of a larger expression, or ignore the result altogether.

Therefore, we recommend simply calling the RETURNING parameter result or something similar. What your methods are returning will be obvious and at the same time invisible, almost like a keyword of the language itself.

Use a meaningful name for the RETURNING parameter only if what it stands for is not obvious, for example, in methods that return me for method chaining or in methods that create an entity but don’t return the created entity, only its key.

4.2.7 CHANGING Parameters

You can use CHANGING parameters when a value is both an input and an output to a method. In this case, the method can change a component of the parameter as part of its operation. This approach only makes sense for structures and internal tables, which are values with internal components. A structure has fields that can be changed, while an internal table has rows that can be changed.

For example, let’s say you have many entities that need to be validated, and you want to collect all their validation messages in a single message table. You can use the example method shown in Listing 4.23 in your entity classes.

METHODS validate
  CHANGING
  messages TYPE message_table.

Listing 4.23 CHANGING Parameter Declaration

This instance method will validate the current entity and append any generated validation messages to the collecting parameter messages, which is an internal table of messages. The messages parameter could already contain messages (perhaps added earlier by other validation methods), and as a result, by using the same variable in a number of validate calls, all the generated messages will be collected in the parameter, as shown in Listing 4.24.

Use CHANGING Parameters Sparingly

CHANGING parameters should be reserved for cases where an existing structure or internal table that is potentially already filled with data is changed, like messages in the validate method example.

Use input parameters for object references that you work with, since your method can still call instance methods on the parameter to change its internal state.

If you fill up or replace the parameter completely (i.e., you assign a new value to the parameter), an EXPORTING parameter or a RETURNING parameter is more appropriate.
Methods

DATA messages TYPE message_table.
LOOP AT entities INTO DATA(entity).
  entity->validate(CHANGING messages = messages).
ENDLOOP.

Listing 4.24 CHANGING Parameter Usage

To eliminate the CHANGING parameter of the validate method, you can introduce a class that represents a message container, which will collect messages and also provide many more convenient methods for a list of messages. As an example, look at the message_container class in Listing 3.16, discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.1.3.

The refactored validate method should look like Listing 4.25.

METHODS validate
  IMPORTING
    message_container TYPE ref to message_container.

Listing 4.25 Refactored CHANGING Parameter to IMPORTING Reference

This version is also easier to consume since the method now doesn’t have a CHANGING parameter, as in Listing 4.26.

DATA(message_container) = NEW message_container( ).
LOOP AT entities INTO DATA(entity).
  entity->validate(message_container).
ENDLOOP.

Listing 4.26 Using the Refactored Method

Avoid Using More Than One Kind of Output Parameter

Avoid combining IMPORTING, EXPORTING, and RETURNING parameters in the same method. Different kinds of output parameters indicate that the method might do more than one thing, which is confusing to readers and makes calling the method needlessly complicated.

4.2.8 Pass-by-Value and Pass-by-Reference

Apart from the input or output category of parameters, you can also declare parameters to be pass-by-value or pass-by-reference.

Pass-by-value is when a copy of the parameter value is made before calling the method, and the method parameter is assigned to that copy. Note that, when you pass an object reference by value, a copy of the reference is made, which is just a pointer that points to the same object in memory.

ABAP has important optimizations for value copy semantics. When a value is assigned to another variable or parameter, a copy is only made when needed, usually when changing something in the copy. This approach is commonly referred to as copy-on-write optimization.

Pass-by-reference is when a reference to the original value is passed to the method. If the method can reassign the value, the calling method will also be impacted by the change.

Pass-by-reference is the default for IMPORTING, EXPORTING, and CHANGING parameters. Pass-by-value is the only accepted option for RETURNING parameters. As a result, you’ll always see the VALUE modifier in RETURNING parameters. This modifier can also be used for other parameter categories to make them pass-by-value.

Although rarely used, the syntax for pass-by-reference can also be made explicit with the REFERENCE modifier. For example, the code shown earlier in Listing 4.10 can be rewritten into the code shown in Listing 4.27.

METHODS add_item
  IMPORTING
    REFERENCE(product) TYPE ref to product
    REFERENCE(quantity) TYPE quantity.

Listing 4.27 Explicit Pass-by-Reference Syntax

Do Not Reassign IMPORTING Parameters Passed by Value

Whenever an input parameter is passed by reference, which is the default, the parameter cannot be reassigned inside the method.

A pass-by-value IMPORTING parameter can be reassigned within the method. But, since this parameter is a copy, its new value will not be visible to the caller. This approach is a poor practice that you should avoid. IMPORTING parameters are meant to be inputs to a method, and reassigning them doesn’t make sense. Use proper local variables instead if you need to use the input as a starting value for a computation and then update the local variables instead. Use a pass-by-reference input parameter if you don’t need the parameter to be pass-by-value.

To make the quantity parameter shown in Listing 4.27 pass-by-value, you can end up with the declaration shown in Listing 4.28.

METHODS add_item
  IMPORTING
    REFERENCE(product) TYPE ref to product
    VALUE(quantity) TYPE quantity.

Listing 4.28 Pass-by-Value Input Parameter
Mind the Semantics of EXPORTING Parameters, Prefer Pass-By-Value

Parameters passed by reference ultimately point to existing memory areas that may have already been filled. EXPORTING parameters that are passed by reference will retain their original value before the method was called. This makes them work like CHANGING parameters (Section 4.2.7).

To make an EXPORTING parameter passed by reference behave like a true output parameter, it’s important to actually assign a value to it. It might make sense to clear the value at the beginning of the method if the parameter could end up unassigned, perhaps because of the method logic or an exception that is raised early on.

Another option is to make the EXPORTING parameter into a pass-by-value parameter, which will make it behave like a RETURNING parameter. EXPORTING parameters that are passed by value are handed over as new, separate memory areas that are empty. There’s no need to preemptively clear them, just like there’s no need to clear RETURNING parameters.

Therefore, prefer pass-by-value EXPORTING parameters.

Pass-by-reference EXPORTING parameters should be used when there’s a measurable performance hit when using pass-by-value. One such case is when you process large internal tables in batches. You can reuse an existing memory area repeatedly so as not to incur the cost of allocation for each batch. Cases like these should be rare. Aim for clarity and correctness first and improve the performance only when it becomes an issue.

As an example of EXPORTING parameters, look at the declaration of the try_parse_int method in Listing 4.29.

METHODS try_parse_int
  IMPORTING
    text TYPE string
  EXPORTING
    success TYPE abap_bool
    result TYPE int4.

Listing 4.29 Method with EXPORTING Parameters

To make sure that the pass-by-reference EXPORTING parameters to try_parse_int are initialized before the method returns, the method body starts by setting and clearing the parameters, as shown in Listing 4.30.

METHOD try_parse_int.

  success = abap_false.
  clear result.

Listing 4.30 Initializing EXPORTING Parameters

If you change the EXPORTING parameters to pass-by-value, as shown in Listing 4.31, the parameters will be initialized by default when entering the method, and there’ll be no need to clear or assign them to their initial value.

METHODS try_parse_int
  IMPORTING
    text TYPE string
  EXPORTING
    VALUE(success) TYPE abap_bool
    VALUE(result) TYPE int4.

Listing 4.31 Pass-by-Value EXPORTING Parameters

Another advantage of EXPORTING parameters that are pass-by-value is that they prevent a situation where the same variable could be assigned to an input and an output parameter by the caller at the same time, and the method could clear the IMPORTING parameter value indirectly by clearing the output EXPORTING parameter before doing its work.

CHANGING Parameters Passed by Value Don’t Make Sense

CHANGING parameters are both inputs and outputs to a method. Even though you can make a CHANGING parameter a pass-by-value parameter with the VALUE modifier, doing so does not change the way the CHANGING parameter works and generally does not make sense. Leave CHANGING parameters with their default pass-by-reference semantics.

4.3 Method Body

Code is more often read than it is written, and thus the code within a method should be optimized for reading. Not only will the method be easier to read, it will also be easier to consume, change, adapt, and test. You’ll find reasoning about the method easier and will spot defects more quickly. In this section, we’ll explore some important guidelines to ensure the code within your methods is clear, understandable, and flexible.

4.3.1 Do One Thing

To be easier to read, test, and maintain, a method should not only have a single responsibility, but it should perform that responsibility in the simplest way possible. A method should do one thing, and only one thing.
Many clean ABAP rules we discuss in this book help make your methods more focused and closer to the goal of doing only one thing. A method probably only does one thing if it follows the following rules:

- It has a small number of input parameters.
- It doesn’t include Boolean parameters.
- It has exactly one output parameter.
- It only throws one type of exception.
- It is small.
- It stays at a single level of abstraction.
- You cannot extract other meaningful methods.
- You cannot meaningfully group its statements into sections.

Let’s start by looking at the definition of a method for logging exceptions, as shown in Listing 4.32.

METHODS
   log_exception
      IMPORTING
         exception_instance TYPE REF TO cx_root.

Listing 4.32 Definition of a Method to Log Exceptions

The log_exception method will be used by some batch processing code whenever the batch processing program encounters an exception. The code will call log_exception to write information about the exception_instance to a log file and then abort the batch process. Log files only accept a maximum number of characters per line. A user can later read these logs and get more information about the exception to determine what went wrong with the processing.

Our first implementation of the log_exception method is shown in Listing 4.33.

METHOD log_exception.
   DATA(current_exception) = exception_instance.
   WHILE current_exception IS BOUND.
      " log a header with the exception class name
      DATA(class_name) =
         cl_abap_classdescr=>get_class_name( current_exception ).
      log_line( |
         ---- Exception occurred: { class_name } |
      ).
      " split the exception text into lines and log them
      DATA(exception_text) = current_exception->get_text( ).
      DATA(lines) = split_text_into_lines( exception_text ).
      LOOP AT lines into data(line).
         log_line( line ).
      ENDLOOP.
      " move to the previous exception
      current_exception = current_exception->previous.
      IF current_exception IS BOUND.
         log_line( `---- Exception has previous exception` ).
      ENDIF.
   ENDWHILE.
ENDMETHOD.

Listing 4.33 log_exception First Implementation

The supporting log_line method logs a single line of text to the log file, and the split_text_into_lines method splits a long text into multiple lines using a fixed number of columns for each line. This method returns a table of strings representing the lines.

Even though the log_exception method has a single responsibility, many steps are needed to perform its tasks, for instance, the following:

1. Store the exception in a local variable.
2. Start a loop while the exception is not null.
3. Get the class name of the exception.
4. Log a header including the class name.
5. Split the exception text into lines.
6. Loop and log each line.
7. Move to the previous exception.
8. Repeat the first loop.

These steps hint at many things that the method does: It loops to log the previous exception, queries the exception class name, and splits the exception text into lines. The next section will discuss a clean ABAP rule that improves the log_exception method until the method finally does only one thing in as few steps as possible.

4.3.2 Descend One Level of Abstraction

A method should tell a story that’s easy to follow and understand. Its body should stay at the same level of abstraction, which is just below the responsibility denoted by its name.

If more details of the story are needed, you can delve into the methods called by the first method until one of two things happen. Either you’ll reach basic statements of the language that implement some low-level algorithm, or you’ll reach a method call that belongs to an interface.
Either way, you should have a complete understanding of how a part of your code does its work and whether the code coordinates with other dependencies. For more information on class design and the crucial role of interfaces, check out Chapter 3.

That’s the beauty of well-crafted abstractions. The design is decoupled enough that you only need to understand the parts of the system that you currently require. You won’t need to read the whole codebase to understand what a certain part of the system does.

### Descend One Level of Abstraction

Statements in a method should be one level of abstraction below the method name itself. All these statements should be on the same level of abstraction.

This rule is called the “Stepdown Rule” in the book *Clean Code: A Handbook of Agile Software Craftsmanship* (Pearson, 2008) and called the “Single Level of Abstraction Principle (SLAP)” in the book *The Productive Programmer* (O’Reilly, 2008). The concept probably first appeared in the book *Smalltalk Best Practice Patterns* (Prentice Hall, 1996), where it was called the “Composed Method Pattern.”

How can you keep a method focused on a single level of abstraction? One approach is to explain what the method does in a few sentences or steps, which should all be related to its goal. These steps should not go into more detail than is needed to understand the responsibility of the method. The steps then should become the downstream methods the method calls or the statements it executes.

### Extract Method Refactoring

The extract method refactoring is a fundamental refactoring approach presented in the book *Refactoring: Improving the Design of Existing Code* (Addison-Wesley, 1999). You extract cohesive parts of a method into new methods, which are then called by the original method in the place from which the functionality was extracted.

This refactoring is supported by ABAP Development Tools (ADT). Select the section of a method you want to extract and press `Alt`+`Shift`+`M` on Windows or `Cmd`+`Alt`+`M` on macOS to start the extract method refactoring wizard.

The `log_exception` method shown previously in Listing 4.33 is divided into sections of statements with separate responsibilities, delimited by clarifying comments. The section comments in the method describe the following steps:

1. Log a header with the exception class name.
2. Split the exception text into lines and log them.
3. Move to the previous exception (and repeat).

Not all these sections are at the same level of abstraction. We want to know at a high-level what it means to log an exception. Details about getting the exception class name and splitting the exception text into lines is at a level of abstraction below the level we’re interested in. We’re talking about details we’re not ready to delve into just yet.

Taking a step back and thinking about what the method should accomplish, we might come up with the following steps, which are at the same level of abstraction:

1. Log a header for the exception.
2. Log a body for the exception.
3. Log the previous exception, if any.

This series of steps will translate into the final methods shown in Listing 4.34.

```
METHOD log_exception.
  log_exception_header( exception_instance ).
  log_exception_body( exception_instance ).
  log_previous_exception( exception_instance->previous ).
ENDMETHOD.

METHOD log_exception_header.
  DATA(class_name) = cl_abap_classdescr->get_class_name( exception_instance ).
  log_text( 
    "---- Exception occurred: { class_name }" ).
ENDMETHOD.

METHOD log_exception_body.
  DATA(exception_text) = exception_instance->get_text( ).
  log_text( exception_text ).
ENDMETHOD.

METHOD log_previous_exception.
  CHECK exception_instance IS BOUND.
  log_text( 
    "---- Exception has previous exception" ).
  log_exception( exception_instance ).
ENDMETHOD.
```

```
METHOD log_text.
  DATA(lines) = split_text_into_lines( text ).
  log_lines( lines ).
ENDMETHOD.

METHOD log_lines.
  LOOP AT lines INTO DATA(line).
  log_line( line ).
ENDLOOP.
```

Listing 4.34 Each Method at a Single Level of Abstraction
These methods are now each at the same level of abstraction and one level below the responsibility implied by their names.

Apart from making your methods simple and easy to understand, breaking down methods in this way might unearth interesting possibilities in the design. Whole new classes and subfeatures that were tangled up in the code may come to light and provide you with an enriched vocabulary for your project. Your design becomes less coupled, more cohesive, and much cleaner.

You can start thinking about logging the exception body, not just logging the exception text. This approach might mean, later on, that you’ll also include the exception stack trace with the text. You might start to think how to separate the formatting from the logging, and a whole new `exception_formatter` class or interface, with its own set of responsibilities, might emerge.

4.3.3 Keep Methods Small

ABAP is a notoriously verbose language. Coupled with a ton of legacy code, you may find gargantuan methods or function modules spanning thousands of lines of code. These sprawling methods are hard to understand, never mind debug and change. When you’re confronted with a data declaration section as big as the code shown in Listing 4.35, you already know this method does way more than one thing.

```
DATA:
  class TYPE vseoclass,
  attributes TYPE seoo_attributes_r,
  methods TYPE seoo_methods_r,
  events TYPE seoo_events_r,
  types TYPE seoo_types_r,
  aliases TYPE seoo_aliases_r,
  implementings TYPE seor_implementings_r,
  inheritance TYPE vseoextend,
  friendships TYPE seof_friendships_r,
  typepuses TYPE seot_typepusages_r,
  clsdeferdds TYPE vseocdefer,
  intdeferdds TYPE vseoidfer,
  new_clskey_save TYPE seoclskey.
```

Listing 4.35 Too Many Data Declarations: A Prelude to a Huge Method

Look at the original `log_exception` method shown earlier in Listing 4.33. You might have thought this method was reasonably sized. However, as shown earlier in Listing 4.34, still many cohesive parts could be made into simpler methods. The resulting methods were much smaller than the original and much cleaner. The resulting `log_exception` method reads like the steps it implements. You can read it and understand what it does at a high-level quickly without even delving into the other methods.

Now, look at the `log_exception_body` method, shown in Listing 4.36.

```
METHOD log_exception_body.
  DATA(exception_text) = exception_instance->get_text( ).
  log_text( exception_text ).
ENDMETHOD.
```

Listing 4.36 The `log_exception_body` Method

You might think you can still extract another method from it, resulting in the code shown in Listing 4.37.

```
METHOD log_exception_body.
  log_exception_text{ exception_instance }.
ENDMETHOD.
```

Listing 4.37 The Extracted `log_exception_text` Method Is Redundant
A new `log_exception_text` method could have a place, perhaps if `log_exception_body` did more than just log the exception text. At this point, however, the new method is simply a reiteration of the old one and doesn’t add much semantic value over the existing method.

Stop extracting methods when you feel comfortable that the method expresses its intent clearly and simply through its statements.

### 4.3.4 Fail Fast

Often, when an error occurs or an exception is thrown, the root cause of the problem can be traced to some parameter having an invalid value introduced earlier in the program flow. The closer that exception is to the place the error was introduced, the easier the error is to find and fix.

**Fail Fast**

Document and check the input parameters to your methods and fail with an exception as early as possible if they are not valid for the execution of the method.

This recommendation is especially important for public and protected methods. Private methods could also benefit from validation (or using `ASSERT`) should the program and the assumptions that they make change, but usually you can rely on the validation already performed by the methods that call them.

Validating later is not only hard to spot and understand but might waste important resources. Not validating might make your code fail in hard-to-predict ways and might result in invalid data and undesirable behaviors.

The `step_fan` class, shown earlier in Listing 4.8, is not validating its `step` input parameter to the constructor. This value is used to step over a fixed amount when changing the fan intensity. A negative value or zero wouldn’t work, and a value that’s bigger than the maximum intensity wouldn’t make sense. The code should validate this value and fail at the earliest possible spot, which is on construction, as shown in Listing 4.38.

```csharp
METHOD constructor.
    super->constructor( ).
    IF step < 1 OR step > max_intensity.
        RAISE EXCEPTION NEW invalid_argument_exception(
            argument_name = `step`,
            argument_value = step ).
    ENDIF.
    me->step = step.
ENDMETHOD.
```

**Listing 4.38 Constructor Validation**

The `step_fan` constructor first calls the superclass constructor and then validates its input parameter and raises an exception right away if it’s invalid. It’s important to add as much information to the exception as possible. In this case, the custom `invalid_argument_exception` includes the argument name and the invalid argument value.

**Focus on the Happy Path or Error Handling**

A method body should emphasize the happy path it’s built for. If it needs to perform error handling, it’s important that this error handling code doesn’t divert attention from the main intent of the method. If it does, put the error handling code in a dedicated method. For more information on this topic, refer to Chapter 11.

As it stands, the `step_fan` constructor error handling code dominates its logic. It makes sense to break it down so that it’s more readable, as shown in Listing 4.39.

```csharp
METHOD constructor.
    super->constructor( ).
    validate_step( step ).
    me->step = step.
ENDMETHOD.

METHOD validate_step.
    IF step < 1 OR step > max_intensity.
        RAISE EXCEPTION NEW invalid_argument_exception(
            argument_name = `step`,
            argument_value = step ).
    ENDIF.
ENDMETHOD.
```

**Listing 4.39 Separate Error Handling Method**

Note that this kind of validation is meant to aid other developers fix their calling code, and not for end users, since this validation is very technical in nature. End users could get business-relevant validation errors in the form of messages that are presented to them. Earlier in Section 4.2.7, Listing 4.26, we presented the code to validate a list of entities. If this is part of a larger method that does some processing with the entities, failing early might mean failing if any of those validations generated an error message. Adding in some refactoring, we might end up with the code shown in Listing 4.40.

```csharp
DATA(message_container) = NEW message_container( ).
    validate_entities( message_container ).
    message_container->raise_if_in_error( ).
...
```

**Listing 4.40 Raising When a Message Container Has Error Messages**
In this case, the message_container class has a method that raises an exception if it contains any error messages. Validation messages are added to the exception, which could be caught by an upper layer and then shown to end users in a suitable manner. For example, they could be OData error messages that are then displayed in a message pop-over in an SAPUI5 application.

### 4.3.5 CHECK versus RETURN

Another type of validation is when you simply return early if the arguments to a method don’t meet its expectations. In these cases, it’s fine for the method to simply return instead of raising an exception.

Earlier in Listing 4.34, you saw an example of this “return early” behavior for the method log_previous_exception. If the exception_instance parameter is not bound (which means that the value is null), the method will return early without completing its work.

Another method that would benefit from this kind of validation is the main log_exception method itself. If the exception instance is not bound, the method simply returns without doing any work, as shown in Listing 4.41.

```abap
METHOD log_exception.
  CHECK exception_instance IS BOUND.
  log_exception_header( exception_instance ).
  log_exception_body( exception_instance ).
  log_previous_exception( exception_instance->previous ).
ENDMETHOD.
Listing 4.41 Check If the Exception Instance Is Bound
```

Both methods now use the CHECK statement. This statement reads perfectly fine but is not a common statement and might cause some confusion. What happens when the check condition evaluates to false might not be clear.

Another way to implement this kind of validation is to use a condition check followed by a RETURN statement, as shown in Listing 4.42.

```abap
METHOD log_exception.
  IF exception_instance IS NOT BOUND.
    RETURN.
  ENDIF.
  log_exception_header( exception_instance ).
  log_exception_body( exception_instance ).
  log_previous_exception( exception_instance->previous ).
ENDMETHOD.
Listing 4.42 Return If the Exception Instance Is Not Bound
```

No matter what you choose, you should not use CHECK outside of the initialization section of a method. The statement behaves differently in different positions and may lead to unclear, unexpected effects.

For example, a CHECK statement inside a LOOP ends the current iteration of the loop and proceeds to the next iteration. In this context, a reader might mistakenly expect the CHECK statement to end the method or exit the loop. In this case, we recommend using an IF statement in combination with CONTINUE instead, since CONTINUE can only be used inside loops.

### 4.4 Calling Methods

At this point, we’ve explored many aspects of calling a method in ABAP, from calling static methods, where you’ll specify the class name using a fat arrow (=>), to calling instance methods, where you need a reference to an instance of the class and use the thin arrow syntax (->).

Interface methods can be called the same way as class methods if you have a reference pointing to the interface type. If, however, you have a reference to a class and want to call an interface method on it, you need to add the interface name and a tilde (~) to the start of the method call. For example, if you have an instance of a thermal_switch (shown earlier in Listing 4.7) in the my_thermal_switch variable, you can call its interface method switchable~is_on in the following way:

```abap
DATA(is_on) = my_thermal_switch->switchable~is_on( ).
```

The class can also alias the interface method to make the call look like a normal class instance method call. An example of an aliased interface method and its usage can be found in Chapter 3, Section 3.1.2.

With regard to how parameters are passed to methods, many options are available, depending on how the method is declared. In this section, we’ll explore some guidelines to make your method invocations clearer and more readable.

#### 4.4.1 Passing Input Parameters

Listing 4.43 shows a possible declaration of the method split_text_into_lines, which we used earlier in Listing 4.33.

This step adds another indentation level, which might break the visual flow of the code. However, how you or your team feel about using CHECK statements is up to you. Community discussion might suggest that the statement is so unclear that few people will understand its intended behavior.

This method is critical for ensuring the correct setup of the thermal switch in the example. It sets the switchable variable to a new value and uses the logical operator ‘&’ to assign the result of the logical expression. This approach is essential for performing logical comparisons and assignments in ABAP.

In summary, the example demonstrates the importance of using meaningful and consistent naming conventions for variables and methods. Precise naming allows for better code readability and maintainability, ensuring that the code is easier to understand and work with over time.
4.4 Calling Methods

METHODS:
  split_text_into_lines
    IMPORTING
text TYPE string
  columns_per_line TYPE int4 DEFAULT 40
RETURNING
  VALUE(lines) TYPE string_table.

Listing 4.43 split_text_into_lines Declaration

When only providing input parameters to a method and assigning its RETURNING parameter to a variable, you can simply call the method, as shown in Listing 4.44.

DATA(lines) =
  split_text_into_lines(
    text = text
    columns_per_line = 80 ).

Listing 4.44 Calling a Method with Input Parameters and a RETURNING Parameter

You can also explicitly annotate the parameter category before the parameter list. In the case of IMPORTING parameters, the caller must use the counterpart keyword EXPORTING (Section 4.2.5), as shown in Listing 4.45.

DATA(lines) =
  split_text_into_lines( 
    EXPORTING
    text = text
    columns_per_line = 80 ).

Listing 4.45 Explicitly Using EXPORTING

Omit the Optional EXPORTING Keyword
When all you have are input parameters and possibly a returning parameter, the EXPORTING keyword is optional in a method call.

However, this style is unnecessarily verbose and redundant. Omit the optional EXPORTING keyword in these cases.

4.4.2 Capturing Output Parameters
RETURNING parameters can be simply assigned as a value coming out of the method call itself, as we’ve seen in Listing 4.44.

A RETURNING parameter from a method can also be captured alongside the parameter list by using the RECEIVING keyword on a method call, as shown in Listing 4.46.

Listing 4.46 Using the RECEIVING Keyword

Omit the RECEIVING Keyword
The call style using the RECEIVING keyword is unnecessarily verbose and forces you to specify the EXPORTING keyword for input parameters.

To make the code more readable, omit the RECEIVING keyword and capture the return value of the method directly.

The EXPORTING parameters from a method are captured by using the IMPORTING keyword in a call. You’ve already seen an example of a call like this earlier in Listing 4.19. Another example is shown in Listing 4.47, which calls the try_parse_int method declared earlier in Listing 4.29.

try_parse_int(
  EXPORTING
  text = '42'
  IMPORTING
    success = DATA(parse_succeeded)
    result = DATA(parsed_int) ).

Listing 4.47 Capturing EXPORTING Parameters with the IMPORTING Keyword

Any time an EXPORTING or CHANGING parameter is used, you must declare the parameter category with the proper keyword in the method call. As described earlier in Section 4.2, EXPORTING parameters are called with the IMPORTING keyword, and CHANGING parameters are called with the CHANGING keyword, as shown earlier in Listing 4.24. This rule also forces you to explicitly define the keyword EXPORTING for IMPORTING parameters.

4.4.3 The CALL METHOD Construct
Another way to call a method in ABAP is to use a style reminiscent of the way function modules are called, with the CALL METHOD construct, as shown in Listing 4.48.

This call style doesn’t use parentheses around the parameters. With this approach, you are forced to declare all keywords for capturing parameters, including the RECEIVING keyword for a RETURNING parameter.
CALL METHOD split_text_into_lines
EXPORTING
text = text
RECEIVING
result = DATA(lines).

Listing 4.48 Using CALL METHOD

Reserve CALL METHOD for Dynamic Method Calls
The CALL METHOD construct for calling methods is obsolete and unnecessarily verbose. Use the call style with parentheses to make the code more consistent and easier to read and to better support other clean code patterns discussed in this chapter. Only use the CALL METHOD construct for dynamic method calls, where the class or the method name is resolved at runtime, as in Listing 4.49.

CALL METHOD modify->(method_name)
EXPORTING
node = my_bo_c=>node-item
key = item->key
data = item
changed_fields = changed_fields.

Listing 4.49 CALL METHOD for Dynamic Method Calls

However, we recommend you design your application around interfaces and avoid using dynamic method calls whenever possible.

4.4.4 Optional Parameter Name
When a method has a single non-optional input parameter or a PREFERRED PARAMETER, the caller can provide a single unnamed argument for that parameter. This call style, when using a properly named variable or constant, can make the calling code more concise and still clean and readable, as in the following code:

DATA(lines) = split_text_into_lines( text ).

Naming the parameter in this case, as in the following code, is unnecessarily verbose and redundant:

DATA(lines) = split_text_into_lines( text = text ).

At times, however, a method name alone fails to help the reader understand what the supplied argument means. In this case, adding the parameter name increases readability, as in the following code:

car->drive( speed = 50 ).

4.4.5 Self-Reference
In the code inside instance methods, the self-reference me is implicitly set by the system and can be used to access the current class instance. This self-reference is equivalent to the self-reference this in languages like Java and C#.

Picking up on the version of the log_exception method shown earlier in Listing 4.41, we could implement the same code by explicitly using the self-reference me, as shown in Listing 4.50.

METHOD log_exception.
CHECK exception_instance IS BOUND.
me->log_exception_header( exception_instance ).
me->log_exception_body( exception_instance ).
me->log_previous_exception( exception_instance->previous ).
ENDMETHOD.

Listing 4.50 Using the Self-Reference me to Call Instance Methods

Omit the Self-Reference When Not Needed
You should omit the self-reference me when calling instance methods or accessing instance members of the containing class. Using me is redundant and doesn’t add any clarity to the code.

However, if a parameter or a variable name shadows a class instance member, then you’re forced to use me to disambiguate, for example, in the step_fan constructor shown in Listing 4.51.

METHOD constructor.
super->constructor( ).
validate_step( step ).
me->step = step.
ENDMETHOD.

Listing 4.51 Using me to Assign to an Instance Member of the Class

Only use me when you need to reference a shadowed class instance member. Otherwise, the self-reference is redundant and only adds clutter to your code.
4.5 Summary

In this chapter, we covered some important guidelines on how to think about, design, and use methods in clean ABAP code. Let’s recap the clean ABAP rules for methods we covered.

We started with some guidance on object-oriented design, including the following recommendations:

- Consider using instance methods by default.
- Don’t call static methods through instance variables.
- Public instance methods should be part of an interface.
- Be careful when redefining methods.

Then, we took you on a grand tour of how parameters work and how to design them, while exploring the following recommendations:

- Aim for as few input parameters as possible.
- Split the behavior instead of adding optional parameters.
- Use a preferred parameter sparingly.
- Create separate methods instead of using Boolean parameters.
- Minimize the number of EXPORTING parameters.
- Prefer RETURNING to EXPORTING.
- Consider using result as the name of RETURNING parameters.
- Use CHANGING parameters sparingly.
- Avoid using more than one kind of output parameter.
- Do not reassign IMPORTING parameters passed by value.
- Mind the semantics of EXPORTING parameters, prefer pass-by-value.
- Pass-by-value CHANGING parameters don’t make sense.

In Section 4.3, we delved into some important considerations when designing the body within methods:

- A method should do one thing, and only one thing.
- Descend one level of abstraction.
- Keep methods small.
- Fail fast.
- Focus on the happy path or error handling.

Finally, we ended this chapter with a discussion of several clean ABAP aphorisms related to invoking methods:

- Omit the optional EXPORTING keyword.
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